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The Nineteenth International Conference on Position Sensitive Detectors, Vertex 2010,
was held on the shores of Loch Lomond, Scotland, between the 6th and 11th of June
2010. This issue of Proceedings of Science contains the record of the contributions
presented at this conference.
The local organizing committee was delighted to be able to offer to the 88 participants
representing institutes from 14 countries “Ceud Mìle Fàilte” (a hundred thousand
welcomes) to Glasgow and Scotland. We were as equally delighted by the enthusiasm
and active contribution of the participants in both the scientific and social activities of
the week.
The social activities served to build the community spirit which is a hallmark of the
Vertex conference. The earlier arrivers found old friends or made new ones over a pint
in a bar in Glasgow on Sunday night. We then moved to the Lodge on Loch Lomond for
the conference on the Monday. On the Tuesday night a highly spirited community was
created by an evening of whisky tasting (54 whiskies !) hosted by Dr. David Wishart,
and a traditional Scottish dinner with Robert Burn‟s „chieftan o‟ the pudding-race‟ Haggis . On Wednesday afternoon most of the party sailed between the bonnie banks of
Loch Lomond, scaled the heights of Conic Hill, and were introduced to the delights of
the Clársach (Celtic Harp) by Ms Kirsteen Fowler.
We reunited for a barbecue bank at the Lodge, and to hear the tall stories from our
golfers of a birdie on the final hole at the ancient golf course of Cardross. On Thursday
night we were bagpiped-in to our conference dinner at the Inn at Inverbeg, and to try out
our newly gained whisky knowledge, and allegedly a few brave souls ventured into the
Loch afterwards….
The scientific programme reviewed progress on silicon based vertexing and tracking
detectors and related technologies. We were very pleased that the conference included
the promising first results from of the LHC silicon detectors and details of the tracking,
alignment and physics performance of these detectors. Developments in 3D integration
and post-processing and in new radiation hard technologies were presented. While the
conference focussed on high energy physics applications, dedicated sessions reported
progress in related technologies for X-ray and neutron detection for areas such as the
medical and security fields. A number of new silicon detectors were reported for
nuclear and particle physics, and the designs for the LHC upgrades described. Progress
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in vertex triggering was reported and primary challenges for the field for producing new
large scale silicon detectors and high precision low-mass systems were considered. We
were pleased to be joined by a number of specially selected international students and
younger members of the community who gave early researcher talks. Local Scottish
University Physics Alliance students showed their work in related areas in a poster
session. We would like to thank Dr Paula Collins for her excellent conference summary
talk, comparing the approaches and performances of the systems and techniques
discussed during the week was highly informative – and a great feat to have prepared
this during the meeting.
The conference was a result of a lot of hard work by many people. The International
Organising Committee advised on the scientific programme. The excellent set of
speakers at the conference and timely publication of the proceedings is due to their
efforts. Finally, we would like to offer our personal thanks to all the members of the
Local Organizing Committee. The smooth running of the conference was a tribute to
their commitment, and other members of the group, that started a year before the
conference and ran all the way to these proceedings: Richard Bates was our Indico setup
expert; Andrew Blue organised the whisky tasting, the conference bags and the great
gifts including that Macallen miniature you can sip while reading this; Craig
Buttar arranged the sponsorship; Aaron Mac Raighne was responsible for the
wonderful social outing and transport arrangements; Dima Maneuski devised the logo,
the web site, and was paparazzi for the week; Andrew Pickford provided the IT
support; Paul Soler was the treasurer; and Val O‟Shea helped with planning the nonHEP session. A very special thank you is due to Valerie Flood our secretary for all her
assistance during the planning and running of the conference. Thanks also to Chris
Collins-Tooth, Michael Wright, Ken Smith and Paul Sail for helping with the daily
transport from Glasgow University for local participants. We are happy to acknowledge
sponsorship from the University of Glasgow and the Scottish Universities Physics
Alliance.
We hope you enjoyed the conference as much as we did. The next conference in this
series will be held at Lake Neusiedl, Austria in June 2011.
Chris Parkes, Lars Eklund
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Conference Photos
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